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 PRESS RELEASE 

 

ARS TECH: The photovoltaic system built by Renantis for the 

Controguerra plant is now operational 

 
The circa 1.4MWp plant, inaugurated today in the presence of the local authorities, will allow 

the Abruzzo-based company to produce approximately a third of its energy requirements 

and avoid around 800 tonnes of CO2 per year. 

Teramo/Milan, 18th  April 2024 – Renantis – an international company that develops, designs, 

builds and manages onshore wind farms, solar plants, energy storage systems and floating 

marine wind projects in various countries around the world – and ARS TECH – a company 

specialised in the production of carbon fibre components and a benchmark supplier in the 

motorsport and ultra-high performance automotive sector – announce the powering-up of a 

circa 1.4 MWp rooftop photovoltaic system at the ARS TECH factory in Controguerra, in the 

province of Teramo. 

Inaugurated today in the presence of local institutions and representatives of the two 

companies, the fully operational photovoltaic system is expected to produce 1,700 MWh of 

renewable energy per year with a saving in terms of carbon dioxide emissions of around 800 

tonnes, allowing the Teramo-based company to cover approximately one third of its energy 

requirements and reducing the environmental impact of the production cycle. The excess 

energy can be fed into the grid, encouraging the use of renewable energy in the region and, 

at the same time, allowing ARS TECH to amortise the costs of building the plant and to 

generate value. 

Renantis oversaw both the design, preliminary and executive engineering of the system, 

made up of 2,838 photovoltaic modules, 8 inverters, low and medium voltage switchboards 

and a transformer. Furthermore, the project involved the installation of a monitoring system 

and a CCI (Central Plant Controller) supplied by Energy Team, a Renantis Group company. 

The installation of the new system is part of a long journey undertaken by ARS TECH over 

the last few years. Its business model is in fact characterised by the continuous search for 

product quality based on innovation, on the integration of the "Total in House" production 

system and on the commitment to environmental sustainability objectives. The production 

cycle is, in fact, 100% undertaken in-house: from design to production, up to inspection and 
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final testing. These systems also include the recycling of production materials, which are 

repurposed into high-quality raw materials and used to create new equipment. 

“Renantis' commitment to the development of sustainable energy solutions is demonstrated 

in our collaboration with ARS TECH – comments Pietro Torretta, Distributed Photovoltaic 

Business Development Director at Renantis – Projects of this type enhance our work with 

both companies and the region through the design and implementation of custom renewable 

energy systems. At the same time, this commitment embodies our vision for a future where 

technological innovation and environmental sustainability go hand in hand. Our objective is 

to demonstrate how, through strategic partnerships and the adoption of cutting-edge 

technologies, it is possible to pursue operational excellence while simultaneously reducing 

the impact on our planet, taking an important step in the conscious management of resources 

and in the commitment to a cleaner and more sustainable environment for future generations". 

“Thanks to the close collaboration with Renantis – comments Carlo Balucani, CEO of ARS 

TECH, we are now able to produce approximately 30% of the annual energy requirements of 

our factory, guaranteeing compliance with and the maximisation of ESG principles, and 

satisfying not only our need for energy independence, but also the aspirations of our 

customers. As the only company in the world capable of creating the equipment with which 

to produce the carbon fibre components used in our industry, thanks to circular economy 

systems we can now say that even the electrical energy necessary for the operation of the 

production lines used to manufacture this equipment comes from renewable sources. Our 

customers can therefore boast a more environmentally friendly supply chain (being able to 

say that the equipment with which the components of their hypercars are produced is made 

using circular economy processes and powered by renewable energy is an advantage that 

only ARS TECH can provide). Green speed!”. 

*** 

Renantis exists to build a better future for all by powering people’s everyday lives with care. It develops, designs, 

constructs and operates onshore wind farms, solar PV plants, floating offshore wind farms and energy storage 

facilities globally. 

Headquartered in Italy, Renantis has delivered renewable energy since 2002. The company’s plants span the 

United Kingdom, Italy, United States, Spain, France, Norway and Sweden, with a total capacity of 1,430 MW in 

operation. 

Sustainability is part of Renantis’ DNA, creating shared value for all stakeholders, safeguarding and enhancing 

the environment in which they operate and building relationships with communities. 

As responsible pioneers in the renewable energy sector, Renantis has a strong track record of providing 

specialised services and expertise at all stages of the value chain. From production to consumption, it provides 

technical advisory, asset management and energy management services to clients and these activities span 40 

countries. 

www.renantis.com  

 

http://www.renantis.com/
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ARS TECH is born with the aim of redefining the landscape of composite materials production in the automotive 

industry, taking it to unprecedented levels. Specializing in the manufacturing of chassis, structural parts, and body 

components in carbon fiber for high-performance vehicles such as racing cars, hypercars, and supercars, the 

company stands out as a reference point in the motorsport and luxury automotive sectors. The entire production 

takes place exclusively at the headquarters in Controguerra (TE) and is managed through an integrated production 

circuit, 100% in-house, from design to production, inspection, and final testing. This system is constantly fueled 

by intense research and development (R&D) activities, focused on product innovation and optimization of 

production processes.  

ARS TECH, with its four interconnected facilities and cutting-edge production technologies, represents excellence 

in the automotive industry. The company is committed to implementing a circular economy system aimed at 

environmental sustainability. This commitment is reflected in the implementation of advanced technologies for 

material recovery, which reduce waste and efficiently reuse resources. Through a holistic approach to production, 

ARS TECH aims to marry industrial development with environmental responsibility, thus contributing to building a 

more sustainable future for all. 

www.ars-tech.com   

*** 

Renantis contact details 

Jo Clarkson – Head of Corporate Communications – Tel. +44 7514 734 135  

Sam Ballard – Head of External Communications – Tel. +44 7929 866705  

 

ARS TECH contact details 

A.R.S. Tech Srl 

T. +39 0861 1828018 

F. +39+0861 1828019 

info@ars-tech.com m.cicchi@ars-tech.com  

Via Vallecupa, 25 64010 – Controguerra (TE) 

 

Press Office contact details 

SEC Newgate – renantis@secnewgate.it  
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